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Βy Dimitris Fragkakis,
Secretary General
of G.N.T.O.
The Greek National Tourism
Organization has the pleasure
to host in Thessaloniki the
European Travel Agents & Tour
Operators Association annual
conference.

The European Travel Agents & Tour Operators
Association represents one of the G.N.T.O.’s most
powerful partners and our common goal is to establish
Greece as a spot of mind destination all year round.
Our country holds an extraordinary tourism product which keeps evolving and I am confident that once
again, it will be of great success!
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An important and prolific event where European
stakeholders meet.
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Holding this conference at this time of the year
is also an excellent opportunity to discover a country
worth visiting all year round. The cities of Thessaly, the
picturesque villages and the magic of autumn nature
will reveal another charming face of Greece.
The Greek National Tourism Organization aims to
promote our country’s brand name and demonstrate
that it is an ideal spot during all the seasons of the year.
We work on marketing campaigns, we create new
trends, we promote sustainable tourism and we invest
in the authentic, unique experience a traveler may live
everywhere in our country, any time of the year.
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Dimitris Fragakis
Secretary General of the Greek National
Tourism Organization

By Kostas Agorastos,
Regional Governor
of Thessaly
Thessaly – A destination for all seasons

Thessaly is a microcosm of
Greece, due to the diversity of
its natural landscape, its rich
history and cultural heritage.
We are shaping our tourism model, based on the
principles of sustainable development and with a culture of synergy, to meet the needs of tourists looking
for authentic experiences throughout the year, with an
emphasis on quality and a variety of activities. The new
tourism model of the Region of Thessaly will create a
wider “economy of experiences,” with added value and
benefits for both the tourism industry and local communities. The Region of Thessaly invests in alternative
tourism products that deliver and define a dynamic future both in terms of visitor numbers and employment.
We are the first and only region in the country with
underwater museums in Pagasitikos and the Sporades
and digital tour tools that incorporate cutting-edge
technologies. The “Parthenon of shipwrecks,” the oldest shipwreck in the world that can be visited, has highlighted Alonissos among the sustainable tourist destinations worldwide.
Iconic Meteora is included in the top 10 tourist
destinations in the world for 2023, according to the
annual report of Le Monde, and draws many tourists
to the region. And while visiting, we want to them to
explore the region. For that reason, we are developing networks of paths for lovers of walking tourism,
we participate in the working groups of culinary and
accessible tourism of the Ministry of Tourism, we are
drawing up a register of mountain professionals, we are
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Underwater
Antiquities

highlighting the wetlands of Thessaly and birdwatching on Lake Karla, and we actively support the local
EKOME office for film producers.
With a targeted program of tourism promotion,
our award-winning tourism campaign Thessaly: Handcrafted by Time, smart digital marketing, the strengthening of tourism entrepreneurship, participation in the
largest tourism exhibitions, modern and safe road networks, the promotion of cultural infrastructure such
as museums, archaeological sites and monasteries, the
modern sports infrastructure that enable us to host top
sports events, Thessaly reveals itself and appeals to
travellers from around the world.
The results of the Tourist Barometer survey show
that 96% of visitors to Thessaly are satisfied and would
recommend the destination to friends. And they justify
our slogan: “Here, everyone can live their legend. Every visit, a different experience.”
Sustainable tourism development means environmental awareness. Climate change and the pandemic have changed the preferences of tourists looking for health safety, clean environment, and nature
activities. Every project we design incorporates good
environmental practices. The Region of Thessaly was
selected for and participates in the EU mission for
100 climate-neutral areas by 2030, was distinguished
in the 200 good green deal practices of the European
Committee of the Regions, and is leading the necessary
transformation to achieve the UN Sustainable Development Goals. Thessaly is the only Greek Region that
has already fulfilled 50% of all the objectives for sustainability.
Kostas Agorastos
Regional Governor of Thessaly
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By Ioannis Boutinas,
Deputy Regional
Governor of Tourism
and Culture of the
Region of Thessaly
Experience Thessaly

We welcome you to Thessaly.
To Thessaly that offers its wonders year-round.

Pelion
Milies,OldTrain

Our aim is to expand the international reach of
tourism in Thessaly, open new markets, continuously
upgrade our airports, and extend the tourism season.
We look forward to introduce you to our Thessaly.

To Thessaly, where you can follow the threads of
unexpected experiences and weave your own journey
between seasons and destinations.
To Thessaly, home of the oldest underwater museum
in the world, displaying the ancient ship wreck of Peristera in Alonissos.
To Thessaly, home to the unique rock “forest” of
Meteora.
We have the pleasure of co-organizing with
FedHATTA the bi-annual General Assembly (Bi-Annual
Meeting), of the pan-European representative body of
tourist offices, ECTAA.

Ioannis Boutinas
Deputy Regional Governor of Tourism and Culture
of the Region of Thessaly
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By Frank Oostdam,
President of ECTAA
Greece is not only a good place
for summer holidays, it is also
great for any season…

Pelion

I have been told that for many people, Greece’s
charming season is autumn. The milder temperatures and cooler nights, compared with summer, are
just perfect for visits and enjoy the best city-breaks in
the country. I am impatient to enjoy too.

How then could travel advisors from Europe,
joined by colleagues from South Africa, Columbia and
India, refuse the offer to go off the beaten tracks?
The offer to visit the Thessaly region will be the
perfect close of our event in Thessaloniki. The impressive Meteora, known for divine and daring rocks, is an
equivalent miracle of nature and human engineering or
the lovely scenery of the Mount Pelion will satisfy the
lovers of nature, culture and history.
By going to Thessaly region and overnighting in
Volos, ECTAA does not only want to visit the city that
was the starting point of the expedition of Jason and
the Argonauts, but will contribute to the efforts of the
Greek National tourism Organization to demonstrate
that Greece is a fascinating year-round tourist destination.
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Frank Oostdam,
President of ECTAA
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Βy Eric Dresin,
Secretary General
of ECTAA
Today any tourism development
policy should focus on the issue
of sustainability.
For some years now, and at increasing pace,
Greece is investing in a more sustainable tourism offers.
Already many hotels and resort complexes are installing photovoltaic systems in an effort to become more
carbon neutral. By working on new and efficient building solutions, desalination plants, energy efficient power supplies, closed loop resource systems, Greece’s
tourism sector will take advantage of new technologies
for years to come.
The promotion of unique ecosystems and nature
reserves are part of an improved and expanded offer of
sustainable tourism products and services. The Thessaly Region is an exceptional destination where visitors
may enjoy some of the most diverse flora and fauna
in Europe. From bird watching to mountain hiking, activities that can be combined with distinctive lodging
and singular experiences are highly popular for today’s
traveler that is seeking out-of-the-ordinary experiences.
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Pyli
Trikala Regional Unit

Moreover sustainable tourism is matching another
growing trend : slow travel, which is is an invitation to
be more eco-responsible and sensitive to the environment. Many are the travelers that want to enjoy the
luxury to take the time to discover, focusing on the
quality of the experience rather than the quantity of
activities.
At first sight, this type of travel is a privilege for
people who have the time to take longer and more frequent holidays. However slow travel is accessible to
everyone, whether it’s for a two-week trip or just a
few days. Our visit to the Thessaly region shows that
the Greek National tourism Organization and HATTA
are forward looking and working hand in hand to make
this trend a success story for Greece.

Eric Dresin,
Secretary General of ECTAA
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According to Greek mythology, Thessaly is
the land of the mythical Centaurs;
the birthplace of Achilles, the hero of the
Trojan War; the father of Medicine,
Asclepius; and the area where the battle
between the Titans and the Olympian gods,
known as Titanomachia, took place.
Welcome to Thessaly

A journey from
antiquity to the
present day.
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Lake Plastiras

Mt. Olympus

E

ither you visit Mt. Olympus,
the mountain of the ancient Greek
gods; the large cities of Larisa, Volos, Trikala and Karditsa or the
Northern Sporades Islands (Skiathos,
Skopelos, Alonnisos), Thessaly region will
capture your heart and soul!
Follow the tour around the National

Skiathos

Marine Park of Alonissos and Northern
Sporades, the biggest one in Europe. Head
to the twenty nine Natura 2000 protected areas. Visit the mesmerizing valley of
Tempi, the rivers, the caves, the artificial
lake Plastira as well as the lovely beaches (received 19 blue flags in 2018) found
on Sporades Islands, Magnesia and Larisa.
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Welcome to Thessaly

Meteora

Experience spiritual elevation on Meteora (UNESCO World Heritage Site),
the towering stone pillars on which 24 byzantine monasteries lie.
Discover Mount Pelion, where the Centaurs roamed and the ancient Greek gods
spent their summers.
Explore ancient theatres (in Larisa, Dimitriada, Phthiotidai Thebes, Ferai); Yeni
Mosque-the only one in Larisa; traditional villages (e.g. Tempi, Metaxochori, Ampelakia, Ellinopyrgos); and wonderful stone bridges (e.g. Pyli, Palaiokarya, Katafylli, Elassona).
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Welcome to Thessaly

City of Volos

Culture
Discover traditional performing acts
that originate in the ancient Greek cult
of god Dionysus (e.g. Bourani in Tyrnavos, Carnival Bouloukia in Larisa). Enjoy
Greek folk music in country festivals and
tavernas, where ancient rituals, Byzantine
music and rebetiko songs (inscribed in
2017 on the representative list of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity) blend
to create a feast you’ll remember.
Visit archaeological, folk art and thematic museums such as the Rooftile

and Brickworks Museum and the Railway
Museum in Volos; Tsitsanis Museum in
Trikala; and the Museum of National Resistance in Larisa. See also buildings with
a cultural, educational and entertaining
character such as the Mill of Pappas in
Larisa. Feel the festivals’ vibes (e.g. Pineios Festival in Larisa, the Musical Village in
Agios Lavrentios, the Diamantis Paleologos Dance Festival on Skopelos Island)
or tour famous landscapes and seascapes
seen in famous (2008) Mamma Mia film
(Skiathos, Skopelos, Pelion).

Larissa Ancient Theater
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Ped et volum latecto rupidio
nsedici quibustio. Quideseque abo. Ut quidest
iassedit
Ped et
volum latecto rupidio nsedici quibustio. Quideseque abo. Ut quidest iassedit
parum cus si officit,
odistiis
parum cus si officit, odistiis elluptatur,Ilitisinciis eos susa corumqui nonsectio mi, verores
elluptatur,Ilitisinciis
eos susa
andusdae
omnihicilit et volorer ferferemodi apit quo tendam as dis aut aut volorior.
corumqui nonsectio mi, verores andusdae omnihicilit et
aut aut volorior.
www.hatta.gr

POWERING

the Travel Agents’
SKILLS
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Welcome to Thessaly

Gastronomy

Savour unique local wines (Protected Designation of Origin) such as PDO
Rapsani [Larisa], PDO Anchialos [Magnesia] and PDO Messenikola [Karditsa].
Taste the regional remarkable PDO produce (e.g. the Pelion firiki miniature apple
variety, and Zagora red apples), and take a
sip of local tsipouro (Tyrnavos Tsipouro) in

Pelion

Ped et volum latecto rupidio nsedici quibustio. Quideseque abo. Ut quidest iassedit
parum cus si officit, odistiis elluptatur,Ilitisinciis eos susa corumqui nonsectio mi, verores
andusdae omnihicilit et volorer ferferemodi apit quo tendam as dis aut aut volorior.

Meteora

Activities

Explore the plains of Thessaly, gaze
down the view from the tall mountains
of the gods or enjoy serene moments by
the shores of the Aegean Sea. Every single
season in Thessaly is charming and locals
will welcome you to their land, which is
rich in culture and has an invigorating natural environment.
If you love sports then Thessaly can
surely feed your appetite with quite a few

www.fedhatta.gr

the renowned tsipouradika in Volos town.
Make a point of tasting some delicious halva from Farsala town, the flavourful handmade spoon sweets, the traditional pies
and a scrumptious local Mt. Pelion dish
called spetsofai (a spicy preparation made
with feta cheese, sausages, peppers and
tomato sauce).

outdoor activities. Enjoy rafting and kayaking on Pineios River; pedalo or mountain biking on or around Lake Plastira;
horse riding in Pertouli; mountaineering
in Athamania, Drosochori and Kalogiroi;
climbing in Neraidochori and Pertouli;
archery in Neochori; skiing on Mt. Olympus, Pertouli, Mt. Pelion and Mt. Agrafa;
water sports such as swimming, jet skiing and diving in the Sporades Islands
area and by Volos town.
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